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ABSTRACT
Within this project work, a roller burnishing tool can be used to do roller burnishing process on Aluminum
material therefore investigating the result of burnishing on various parameters for example hardness, surface
roughness and strength at different rotational speeds of labor piece. Roller burnishing is really a super finishing
process. It's a cold working Process which creates a fine surface finish through the planetary rotation of
hardened rollers more than a bored or switched metal surface. Burnishing is really a cold developing process,
without actual elimination of metal, whereby something is applied around the metal top of the spend sufficient
pressure to result in plastic flowing from the metal. This enables our prime spots to become flattened out and
also the valleys completed. It's a new idea in finishing components. These processes eliminates grinding and
honing that are costlier processes while increasing the surface finish, surface hardness, put on resistance, fatigue
resistance, corrosion resistance of the part. Since all machined surfaces includes a number of peaks and valleys
of irregular heights and spacing ,the plastic deformation produced by roller burnishing is really a displacement
from the material within the peaks which cold flows pressurized in to the valleys. Results reveal that burnishing
process also improves the hardness of labor piece and reduces surface roughness. Results also reveal that greater
the rotational speeds of labor piece lower the top roughness observed by using it. It had been also observed by
using growing rotational speeds of labor piece, hardness improved. There's no outstanding improvement in
tensile strength regardless of rotational speeds of labor piece.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The burnishing process is performed to enhance the top finish of labor pieces which have been formerly
machined. Roller burnishing helps users to get rid of secondary operations for substantial cost and time savings,
yet still time improving the caliber of their product. Roller burnishing is a technique of manufacturing an
precisely sized, finely finished and densely compacted surface resistant to put on. Hardened and highly polished
steel rollers are introduced into pressure connection with a softer work piece [1]. Because the pressure exceeds
the yield reason for the job piece material, the top is plastically deformed by cold flowing of subsurface
material. Put on has important technological and economical significance since it changes the form from the
work piece and also the tool interference. Burnishing is recognized as a chilly working process that you can use
to enhance surface characteristics. Surface roughness and hardness plays a huge role in lots of areas and it is
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factor crucial for that functioning of machined parts. The effects of ball and roller burnishing to the surface
roughness and hardness of some non ferrous metals were presented by many people researchers.

II. METHODOLOGY
Within this project work, Aluminum was selected due to its number of applications in the market for example
aircraft fittings, truck wheels, brake disks, hinge pins, couplings, brake pistons and hydraulic pistons. The job
piece is initially of 1200mm length. The job piece is split into four divisions of 120mm length and tested at
different parameters at different speeds. A burnishing tool with interchangeable springs are made and fabricated
for that experimental tests. The tool includes a shank which should be firmly gripped within the tool holder from
the vertical machining center. The tool mind contain a higher speed steel roller of 4mm contact width which
plows with the work piece causing burnishing effect [2]. Take away the clamping device by rotating it in anti
clock wise direction and connect the gemstone cone indenter. Adjust the burden selector wheel for derived load
and the amount in off position. The given specimen with fine surface is positioned around the flat from centrally
from the anvil is elevated up until the indenter above it as being makes connection with the specimen. Set the
amount pointer B-3 or C-D position by rotating the wheel. The needed major load is used by altering the amount
to load position, gradually in order the entire load is introduced into action. The more pointer from the dial
gauge gradually moves and reaches a stable position. Get back the amount to off position gradually. The pointer
now shows the ultimate studying that is recorded and indicated as rock well hardness number. Surface
roughness using tally surf instrument: Taylor-Hobson- tally surf is really a stylus and skid kind of instrument
focusing on carrier modulating principle. Its fact is faster and accurate when compared with Tomlinson surface
meter. The calculating mind of the instrument includes a dramatically pointed gemstone stylus of approximately
.002mm tip radius and skid or shoe that is attracted over the surface using a motorized driving unit [3]. Within
this instrument the stylus is built to trace the profile from the surface irregularities, and also the oscillatory
movement from the stylus is changed into alterations in electric energy through the arrangement. The arm
transporting stylus forms on armature which pivots concerning the hub of E-formed rubber stamping. On two
legs from the E-formed rubber stamping you will find coils transporting an ac current. The both of these coils
along with other two resistances form an oscillator. Because the armature is supplied concerning the central
legs, any movement of stylus causes the environment gap to alter and therefore the amplitude from the original
ac current flowing within the coil is modulated. The creation of the bridge thus includes modulation. This really
is further demodulated so the current now's directly propositional towards the vertical displacement from the
stylus only. Tensile Strength Using Utm: Appraise the original length and diameter as well as the specimen.
Length either can be period of gauge section, that is measured within the having a present punch, or even the
total entire specimen. Insert the specimen within the grips from the machine. Begin the burden application and
record load versus elongation data. Take readings more often as yield point is contacted. Measure elongation
values with the aid of scale fitted around the machine. Continue the exam till fracture occurs. By joining the 2
damaged bits of the specimen together, appraise the final length and diameter from the neck position [4].
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Fig.1.Induction heating process
III. DESIGN OVERVIEW
Burnishing: Burnishing is really a cold developing process, without actual elimination of metal, whereby
something is applied around the metal top of the spend sufficient pressure to result in plastic flowing from the
metal. This enables our prime spots to become flattened out and also the valleys completed. It's a new idea in
finishing components. This method eliminates grinding and honing that are costlier processes while increasing
the surface finish, surface hardness, wears resistance, fatigue resistance, corrosion resistance of the part. Roller
burnishing is really a super finishing process. It's a cold working Process which creates a fine surface finish
through the planetary rotation of hardened rollers more than a bored or switched metal surface [5]. Since all
machined surfaces includes a number of peaks and valleys of irregular heights and spacing ,the plastic
deformation produced by roller burnishing is really a displacement from the material within the peaks which
cold flows pressurized in to the valleys.
Surface Finishing Process: Machining operations are used to produce a preferred shape and size by
removing excess stock from the blank by means of chips. The job piece is exposed to intense mechanical stress
and localized heating by tools getting yet another formed cutting edges. Each leading edge leaves its very own
mark around the mechanical surface. Even the work piece and power along with the machine which they're
mounted form a vibratory system prone to random, forced or caused vibration. Because of these reasons, the top
of machined component seems broken. Surface finish and surface integrity would be the terms accustomed to
denote the quality of such damage. The above mentioned term describes the geometrical and micro structural
quality of machined surface.
Carburizing: Carburization of steel involves a heat management of the metallic surface using an origin of
carbon. Carburization may be used to boost the surface hardness of low carbon steel. Early carburization used an
immediate use of charcoal packed to the metal (initially known as situation hardening), but modern techniques
apply carbon-bearing gases or plasmas for example co2 or methane. The procedure depends mainly upon
ambient gas composition and furnace temperature, which should be carefully controlled, because the heat might
also change up the microstructure of all of those other material. For applications where great control of gas
composition is preferred, carburization may occur under really low pressures inside a vacuum chamber. The
entire process of carburization works through the implantation of carbon atoms in to the surface layers of the
metal. As metals comprise atoms bound tightly right into a metallic crystalline lattice, the implanted carbon
atoms pressure their distance to the very structure from the metal and only stay in solution.
Carbonitriding: Carbonitriding is really a metallurgical surface modification technique which is used to improve
the top hardness of the metal, therefore reducing put on. Along the way, atoms of carbon and nitrogen diffuse
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interstitially in to the metal, creating barriers to slide, growing report and modulus close to the surface.
Carbonitriding is frequently put on affordable, easily machined low carbon steel to impart the top qualities more
costly and hard to operate grades of steel. Surface hardness of carbonitrided parts varies from 55 to 62 HRC.
Cyaniding: Cyaniding is really a situation hardening procedure that is fast and efficient it's mainly utilized on
low carbon steels. The part is heated to 871-954 °C (1600-1750 °F) inside a bath of sodium cyanide after which
is quenched and rinsed, in water or oil, to get rid of any residual cyanide.
Nitriding: Nitriding is really a highly specialized surface hardening treatment that creates a skinny but highly
hardness situation on a multitude of steels. The functional benefit of nitriding over other surface hardening
processes would be that the situation hardness is developed without quenching and also the attendant distortion
problems. Finishing operations could be eliminated or held low. Nitriding surfaces are highly put on resistance
and supply anti galling qualities. Fatigue existence is improved upon and also the process increases the
corrosion resistance from the part.
Induction heating: is really a process which is often used to bond, harden or soften metals or any other
conductive materials. For a lot of modern manufacturing processes, induction heating provides an attractive
mixture of speed, consistency and control. Induction heating depends on the initial characteristics of rf (RF)
energy - that area of the electromagnetic spectrum below infrared and microwave energy [6]. Since heat is used
in the merchandise via electromagnetic waves, the part never makes direct connection with any flame, the
inductor itself doesn't get hot (watch video at upper right), and there's no product contamination. When correctly
setup, the procedure becomes very repeatable and controllable.

Fig.2.Burnishing process

Fig.3.Hardness Test
IV. CONCLUSION
The surface hardness of aluminum work piece increases. Roller burnishing operation is cold rolling process;
work hardening takes place on the cold worked surface. The roller-burnishing surface finishing process of
Aluminum is done successfully on a lathe machine in this project work. There is no remarkable improvement in
tensile strength irrespective of rotational speeds of work piece. Roller Burnishing resulting in better wear
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resistance. Maximum reduction in surface roughness is observed.
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